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Abstra t. The reuse of libraries of lasses by lient appli ations is an
interesting issue quite diÆ ult to a hieve, espe ially when modi ation of
the lass tree is needed but not possible be ause of the ontext. We propose a solution whi h is based on the presen e of both spe ialisation and
generalisation relationships in an obje t-oriented programming language.
The spe i ation of both relationships is based on a meta-model alled
OFL whi h provides a support for des ribing the operational semanti s
of a language through the de nition of parameters and semanti al a tions. We propose an overview of the expressiveness of OFL and of its
implementation and we give also some other interesting appli ations.

1

Introdu tion

In this paper we address the problem of the reuse of libraries of lasses by lient
appli ations when modi ations of the lass tree is needed. We propose a solution whi h is based on the introdu tion of both spe ialisation and generalisation
relationships in future obje t-oriented programming langages. This idea to ombine both relationships altogether is also pointed out in [7℄ whi h fo uses more
on the integration feasibility within existing OOPL. A ording to the handling
of libraries of lasses there are other problems to solve like the maintenan e of
lasses (removal of depre ated features, rede nitions, et .) that may be solved
using inter lassing [6℄. Even if those approa hes deal with the use of libraries
of lasses by lient appli ations, the philosophy is quite di erent: our approa h
deals with existing libraries that may not be modi ed by lient appli ations
whereas the other approa h is related to the modi ation of libraries of lasses
themselves and their onsequen es in lient appli ations.
To develop this idea, we present two main parts. Firstly, in se tion 2, we
des ribe a very pragmati situation where spe ialisation and generalisation are
useful in the graph of types. You will see that the use of only one of them would
lead to only a poor approximation.
Se ondly, in se tion 3, we present a pra ti al solution to de ne a new programming language with both spe ialisation and generalisation, or to improve
an existing language with a reverse inheritan e. This solution is based on the

Model OFL (\Open Flexible Languages") [2℄. The se tion 4 presents some implementation issues whi h handle prin iples of the Model OFL. Then, we on lude
the paper in the last se tion, 5.

2

Why both Spe ialisation and Generalisation?

Our approa h is de ned in the ontext where a programmer uses a software
library of omponents (these omponents ould be lasses). He may have written
this library or not, but he an't modify it. This situation happens very often,
for instan e when the ode is not provided, when it is opyright ed, when it has
to be left un hanged for existing appli ations, and so on. The gure 1 give an
example of su h a very simple library with two very typi al lasses.
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Fig. 1.

An existing and unmodi able hierar hy of lasses

Now, for a spe i program need or to make the library evolve, we want to
add a omponent in the library (i. e. a lass in the graph). This fa t is illustrated
in gure 2.
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Fig. 2.

A new lass in the unmodi able hierar hy

We an imagine three solutions to integrate Re tangle in the hierar hy:
1. The rst is the most simple: \If we want to add a lass, we must reorganise
all the hierar hy!" This solution, illustrated in gure 3, is obviously the best
one. But the best one if we an modify the hierar hy and an impossible

one otherwise. And even if we ould modify the existing lasses, it ould be
a bad idea: we ould add some bugs in some other appli ations whi h use
these existing library and, in the example, the stability of Square is alled
into doubt by introdu ing Re tangle.
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Fig. 3.

The rst solution: a total reorganisation of the hierar hy

2. A se ond solution respe ts the onstraint of the unmodi able existing hierar hy. The idea is to insert Re tangle as a spe ialisation of Parallelogram,
as you an see on gure 4. Here there is no problem with existing lasses
and the relationship between Parallelogram and Re tangle is orre t. But the
instan es of Square logi ally have to be instan es of Re tangle and this is not
the ase here.
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Fig. 4.
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The se ond solution: Re tangle spe ialises Parallelogram

3. The third solution is to take advantage of the fa t that, in the end, Re tangle
is loser from Square than from Parallelogram. So, the idea is to spe ialise
Square rather than Parallelogram as you an see on gure 5. This solution is
valid as long as polymorphism apabilities between Square and Re tangle are
not used. The instan es of Square logi ally have to be instan es of Re tangle
and this is the ontrary here.
As we just see, if we have only spe ialisation (the problem is the same if we
have only generalisation), we an make evolution of a graph of lasses without
risk (e.g. without modifying existing lasses) but we an't have, simultaneously,
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Fig. 5.
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The third solution: Re tangle spe ialises Square

a valid behaviour of the types (e.g. orre t polymorphism apabilities) in the
result graph.
Our proposition is very simple: to add a generalisation relationship in the
language. Generalisation is only the reverse link of spe ialisation so, theoreti ally,
only one of them is suÆ ient. But pra ti ally, we ould perfe tly resolve our
evolution problem with both.
Let's show you a new gure, 6. It demonstrates a good way to handle evolution in our graph of lasses. Re tangle is integrated as a spe ialisation of Parallelogram and a generalisation of Square. But what are the advantages in omparison
with the three previous solutions?
pseudo−code associated to classes
close from Java
Class Rectangle extends
Parallelogram
generalizes Square
without edge
{

Class Parallelogram
{
int surfaceArea (){ ... general implementation ...

}

}

Parallelogram
int surfaceArea (){ ... Rectangle implementation ... }
Caption

}

Rectangle

A

B
B generalises A

Rectangle r = new Rectangle ();
Square s = new Square ();

Square

Parallelogram p ;
... Object initialisation ....
p = s; p.surfaceArea ();
r = s; r.surfaceArea();

// Square implementation
// Rectangle implementation
// Square implementation

r = s; r.edgeLength();

// Not allowed

p = r; p.surfaceArea();

Fig. 6.

Class Square extends Parallelogram
{
int edgeLength () { edge length is the same for all }
int surfaceArea (){ ... square implementation ... }
}

A satisfa tory integration of Re tangle with possible pseudo- ode

1. The advantage of our solution in relation to the rst one is that no lass is
modi ed in the initial graph. If we haven't the ode or the right to modify
it, we an nevertheless apply a relevant adaptation of the graph. And even if
we an modify the initial graph, our solution prote ts the quality of Square
sin e the new Re tangle must be ompatible with the well-tried Square and
not the ontrary.
2. In omparison with the se ond proposition, to use both links allows to make
apital out of a orre t behaviour of polymorphism between Square and
Re tangle.

3. In relation with the third approximative solution, the idea to use generalisation is better be ause the graph of types is relevant : a square is a re tangle
and not the ontrary!
Obviously the pseudo- ode inserted in gure 6 is not self-suÆ ient to explain
the semanti s and it should be deeply dis ussed. Parti ularly, he has to be linked
to the possible parameter values presented in 3.2 and should be further spe i ed
by assertions built on the model rei ation. However, in order to give a avour
of the apabilities whi h may be provided to programmers, we ould say that
in a Java-like language, the two keywords extends and generalizes are strongly
related to lookup operation (see 3.3) in order to implement polymorphism and to
allow to a ess to lass instan es as if the lass hierar hy was the one des ribed
in gure 3.

3
3.1

How? The Model

Open Flexible Languages

OFL in a nutshell

This se tion presents the OFL model (Open Flexible Languages) and its apability to de ne easily both spe ialisation and generalisation.
The OFL Model aims to des ribe the main obje t-oriented programming
languages (su h as Java [3℄, C++ [9℄, Ei el [4℄, . . . ) to allow their evolution and
their adaptation to spe i programmer's needs. To rea h this goal, OFL rei es
all elements of an obje t-oriented programming language in a set of omponents
of a language. Thus lasses, methods, expressions, messages, and so on are the
OFL- omponents and are integrated in a spe i MOP (Meta-Obje t Proto ol)
whi h allows to extend the set of entities needed for the rei ation of both
languages and user appli ations.
The meta-programmer reates a language by sele ting adequate OFL- omponents
in prede ned libraries. He an also spe ialise a given OFL- omponent in order
to generate one dedi ated to some spe i uses. To distinguish the default OFLomponents from the OFL- omponents reated for a spe i language, we all
OFL-Atom the default one. In other words, OFL-Atoms are supplied by the
model, other OFL- omponents, reated for a spe i language, are not.
Classes are rei ed by OFL- omponents. Take the example of Java. We have
ComponentJavaClass, ComponentJavaInterfa e, ComponentJavaArray, . . . An originality of OFL is that relationships are also rei ed. So, we have for Java: ComponentJavaExtendsBetweenClasses, ComponentJavaExtendsBetweenInterfa es, ComponentJavaImplements, . . . A more omplete list of OFL- omponents for Java is
given in [1℄.
To fa ilitate the reation of an OFL- omponent, OFL provides some metaomponents, alled OFL- on epts. So, we have a Con eptRelationship and a ConeptDes ription (the word des ription has been hosen to represent lasses and
all entities whi h look like lasses, su h as interfa es). Thus, Con eptDes ription
is equivalent to a meta-meta- lass. In ea h on ept, a set of parameters gives the
meta-programmer powerful possibilities to reate or adapt an OFL- omponent.

These parameters are detailed in se tion 3.2 wheras se tion 3.3 gives an overview
of the semanti al a tions whi h des ribe the behavior atta hed to ombinations
of those parameters.
3.2

Hyper-Generi

Parameters

But how an the meta-programmer easily de ne the OFL- omponents for the
language he wants to reate or adapt? In fa t, this work may be very diÆ ult
and tedious be ause he would have to rewrite a lot of algorithms su h as type
ontrols, dynami links, use-of-polymorphism veri ations, inheritan e rules, and
so on.
In OFL, we provide a way to simplify this task: hyper-generi parameters. All
the algorithms are prede ned and are ustomized by hyper-generi parameters
whi h have a value in ea h OFL- omponents.
In the sequel, we illustrate a subset of the hyper-generi parameters whi h
an be applied to a relationship OFL- omponent to ustomize it. We explain
ea h parameter and its apabilities of ustomization, and as an example, we
give its value to de ne ComponentSpe ialisation and ComponentGeneralisation. A
summary of the di eren es a ording to the parameter values of these two kinds
of relationships is proposed at the end of the se tion.

Name

This is the most simple hyper-generi parameter. It is the name of the
OFL- omponent and it must be unique in a language. For ComponentSpeialisation and ComponentGeneralisation, the name is respe tively "ComponentSpe ialisation" and "ComponentGeneralisation".
Kind It allows to determine the sort of the OFL- omponent. In OFL, we have
four kinds of relationships:
{ import for inheritan e and all other importation links between des riptions,
{ use for aggregation, omposition, and all other use links between des riptions,
{ type-obje t for all links between types and obje ts su h as instantiation,
and
{ obje ts for all links between obje ts.
The value of Kind for ComponentSpe ialisation and ComponentGeneralisation
is import.
Cardinality The parameter Cardinality de nes the maximal ardinality of a relationship. For example, the value of Cardinality is 1 1 for a single inheritan e
and 1 1 for a multiple one. So, with Cardinality, we an ustomize the relationship to be single or multiple with a single value! All the diÆ ulty of
the lookup algorithm, whi h sear hes the relevant method in the graph of
des riptions, is en apsulated in a prede ned a tion whi h takes are of the
Cardinality value for all relationships used in the appli ation. Cardinality is
also useful to limit the multipli ity. We want to spe ify single links, so Cardinality for ComponentSpe ialisation and ComponentGeneralisation has the value
1 1.

Repetition

This parameter is useful if and only if Cardinality is not 1 1. Repetition indi ates if repetition of sour e-des riptions and target-des riptions are
valid for this OFL- omponent (to make repeated inheritan e, for example).
Repetition is de ned as a pair of boolean. For ComponentSpe ialisation and
ComponentGeneralisation, the value of Cardinality is 1 1, so the value of
Repetition is ignored.
Cir ularity This is a boolean and it expresses if the OFL- omponent admits a
ir ular graph (value: true) or not (value: false). Often, use relationships allow
ir ularity and import ones don't. Cir ularity is forbidden in spe ialisation or
generalisation (we don't onsider the ase of a lass whi h spe ialises or generalises itself), so the value of Cir ularity is false for ComponentSpe ialisation
and ComponentGeneralisation.
Symmetry This parameter points out if the OFL- omponent provides relationships that are symmetri al. Most of traditional links are not, but we an
imagine a ComponentIsAKindOf where the semanti s is bidire tional: a boat
is-a-kind-of submarine and a submarine is-a-kind-of boat (they resemble ea h
other but none are a spe ialisation of the other). Neither ComponentSpe ialisation nor ComponentGeneralisation is symmetri al so the value for is false.
Opposite We may have, in a language, two OFL- omponents with reversed semanti s. This is an essential information for all a tions whi h need to travel
through the graph of des riptions. ComponentSpe ialisation is the opposite
of ComponentGeneralisation and vi e versa! We an set a value to Opposite
even if ComponentSpe ialisation and ComponentGeneralisation are des ribed
in the Context of a library be ause they are in the same library. But if we use
one of them separately, the parameter Opposite has to be ignored.
Dire t a ess In traditional inheritan e, features of the an estor are dire tly
visible in the heir, as if they are de lared in the heir. The parameter Dire t a ess gives the apability to hoose the poli y of this visibility. If the
value is mandatory then all features are inevitably visible. If it is forbidden,
none are dire tly visible (but they an be indire tly visible as we will see in
the next parameter). And if the value is allowed then some are visible, some
not and the di erentiation may be done, for example, by a keyword (su h as
publi , private, . . . ). For ComponentSpe ialisation and ComponentGeneralisation, a relevant value is allowed.
Indire t a ess This is the same idea as for the previous parameter but for indire t a esses. Indire t a esses mean a esses naming the target-des ription.
In Java, we an use super in onstru tors, nalisers or rede ned methods.
By this way, we an a ess to some features of the an estor, but we have
to spe ify an indire t a ess. So, for ComponentSpe ialisation and ComponentGeneralisation, the value an be forbidden. This means we are in the
ontext where to put in sour e-des ription a method whi h have the same
signature than a method also present in the target-des ription implies that
any method body of sour e-des ription annot a ess to the \old version" in
target-des ription.
Polymorphism impli ation This parameter is very important. Polymorphism impli ation
an take four values:

up means that all instan es of the sour e-des ription (heir in an inheritan e link) must be also instan es of the target-des ription (an estor in
an inheritan e link). This is the traditional dire tion for polymorphism.
{ down points out the ontrary: all instan es of the target-des ription must
be also instan es of the sour e-des ription. This value is very useful to
reate OFL- omponents like ComponentGeneralisation.
{ both is an interesting value. It means that sour e-des ription and targetdes ription have the same instan es. This an be relevant to des ribe
other derivations of inheritan e, su h as ComponentVersion. We an imagine two versions of lass linked by this OFL- omponent. The two versions
represent the same type, so they must have the same list of instan es,
and dynami link has to nd the good version of features to exe ute.
{ none is the last possible value and allows to de ne other kinds of inheritan e, su h as ComponentCodeReuse where features are imported from
the target-des ription to the sour e-des ription, but where we need to
ensure that polymorphism apabilities are avoided.
The value of Polymorphism impli ation for ComponentSpe ialisation is up. And
for ComponentGeneralisation, this value is down!
Polymorphism poli y This parameter is ignored if Polymorphism impli ation has
the value none. Polymorphism poli y indi ates if a new de laration of a feature in the sour e-des ription hides the feature in target-des ription (value:
hiding) or rede nes it (value: overriding). This value is double, one for attributes, one for methods. For ComponentSpe ialisation and ComponentGeneralisation, we an use a traditional value: hiding for attributes and overriding
for methods. Note that on OFL, apabilities of overloading is not handled
by relationships but by des riptions.
Feature varian e This parameter indi ates the kind of varian e rule for rede nitions of features, if these rede nitions are allowed (we will see the parameter
Rede ning later). Four values are possible:
{ ovariant The type indi ated in the sour e-des ription must be the same
or a subtype (let A be the sour e and B the target. A is a subtype of B
if the value of Polymorphism impli ation is up, and B is a subtype of A if
Polymorphism impli ation is down. If the value is both, A and B represent
the same type and if it is none, there is no subtype link between A and
B) of the type given in the target-des ription. This is the relevant value
for the parameters of methods of Ei el.
{ ontravariant This is the reverse of the previous value. The type indi ated
in the target-des ription must be the same or a subtype of the type given
in the sour e-des ription. This hoi e has been made, for example, by
Sather [8℄.
{ nonvariant The type indi ated in the sour e-des ription must be the same
than the type given in the target-des ription. This is the ase in Java.
(if type of parameters of methods are not exa tly the same, in Java this
is overloading and not overriding)
{ non appli able is the last possible value. Meta-programmer uses it if he
wants no feature-varian e ontrol.
{

The value of Feature varian e for ComponentSpe ialisation an be ovariant
for method parameters, nonvariant for fun tion results, and non appli able for
attributes (these values ould be hosen arbitrarily by the meta-programmer,
we sele t here some typi al values). In this ase, for ComponentGeneralisation,
we would have ontravariant, nonvariant, and non appli able.
Assertion varian e OFL is able to des ribe languages with assertions (pre ondition, post ondition, and invariant) like Ei el. So, we have a parameter to
indi ate the kind of varian e for assertions:
{ weakened The assertion in the sour e-des ription must be impli ated by
the assertion in the target-des ription.
{ strengthened This is the reverse value of the previous one. The assertion
in the sour e-des ription must impli ate the one of target-des ription.
{ un hanged The assertions in sour e-des ription and target-des ription
must be equivalent.
{ non appli able means that ontrols of assertion varian e must be avoided.
If we imagine that ComponentSpe ialisation and ComponentGeneralisation
ould be used in a language whi h handles assertions (if, after all, the language is without assertion, this hyper-generi parameter is ignored), we ould
give the traditional behaviour:
{ for ComponentSpe ialisation: weakened for pre onditions and strengthened for post onditions and invariants,
{ for ComponentGeneralisation: the ontrary, strengthened for pre onditions and weakened for post onditions and invariants.
Renaming This parameter points out if the programmer an rename a feature
using a relationship de ned by the OFL- omponent. For example, renaming
is possible in Ei el but not in Java or C++. The a epted values are forbidden
to prevent renaming, allowed to authorise renaming, or mandatory to oblige it.
To rename a feature an be very useful in spe ialisation as in generalisation,
so the value for our ComponentSpe ialisation and ComponentGeneralisation is
allowed.
On the same idea than for Renaming, we have parameters to ustomize the
apability to add (Adding), to remove (Removing), to rede ne (Rede ning for
assertions, method's signatures, method's bodies, and method's quali ers),
to mask (Masking), to show (Showing), to abstra t (Abstra ting), or to make
e e tive (E e ting) the imported features.
Now, let's study the value of these parameters, rstly for ComponentSpe ialisation, se ondly for ComponentGeneralisation:
1. for ComponentSpe ialisation: It is orre t to add a feature when we
make a spe ialisation (we an add features with inheritan e!), so the
value for Adding is allowed but we an't remove a feature, so the value for
Removing is forbidden. To rede ne a feature is also orre t (and what's
more it is an essential hara teristi of obje t-oriented languages), so
the value of Rede ning ould be <allowed,allowed,allowed,allowed> and assertions and signature of ea h method will have to respe t the poli ies
des ribed by Assertion varian e and Feature varian e. We want to make
simple links so we prefer to avoid masking and showing, thus the value

of the orresponding parameters is forbidden. Lastly, we ould say that
spe ialisation is ompatible with making an abstra t feature on rete,
so the value of E e ting is allowed but not with the ontrary, thus the
value for Abstra ting is forbidden.
2. for ComponentGeneralisation: Following a similar thought pro ess (with
the opposite semanti s), we an set Adding and E e ting with forbidden,
and Removing and Abstra ting with allowed. We keep forbidden for Masking and Showing. Finally, Rede ning ould be <allowed,allowed,allowed,allowed>
like for ComponentSpe ialisation but with Assertion varian e and Feature varian e of ComponentGeneralisation!
What are the main di eren es between ComponentSpe ialisation and ComponentGeneralisation? The previous list of parameters is given also to present the
OFL hyper-generi parameters system and ould hide the important di eren e
between our two relationships. Here is a reminder of the parameters whi h have
di erent values:
{
{
{
{

{
{

3.3

Name is obviously di erent.
Polymorphism impli ation is as endant for a spe ialisation and des endant for
a generalisation.
Feature varian e of parameters of methods is ovariant for spe ialisation, ontravariant for generalisation.
Assertion varian e is weakened for pre onditions and strengthened for postonditions and invariants in spe ialisation and exa tly the ontrary in generalisation.
Adding and E e ting are allowed in spe ialisation and forbidden in generalisation.
Removing and abstra ting are forbidden in spe ialisation and allowed in generalisation.
A tions

To put a relevant value to a set of parameters gives a good way to des ribe
the wanted behaviour of a sort of relationship. But it's not suÆ ient to allow
pertinent ontrol and exe ution of these links. So, in OFL, a list of a tions is
present.
Ea h a tion de nes the operational semanti s of a part of work traditionally
handled during the ompilation or exe ution time. And ea h a tion takes into
a ount the value of the hyper-generi parameters. So the behaviour of the dened language is adapted to the value of ea h parameter of ea h omponent. We
have lassi ed our a tions in seven ategories:
1.

For example: lookup whi h makes the resear h
of the relevant feature in the graph of des riptions in relation to a message;
or mat h ( alled by lookup) whi h veri es if a given message is ompatible
with a given feature.
A tions to sear h a feature

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

A tions to exe ute a feature For example: exe ute with result whi h allows to exe ute a message and to return an objet as the result (useful for fun tions or other expressions with a result); or atta h parameters whi h makes
the ontrol and the atta hment of the e e tive parameters of a method.
A tions to make a ontrol For example: verify ir ularity whi h ontrols
that none relationship with hyper-generi parameter Cir ularity=false have
a ir ular graph; or are valid parameters ( alled by atta h parameters) whi h
ontrols that e e tive parameters are ompatible with the de nition of the
formal ones.
A tions to handle instan es of des riptions For example: reate instan e
or destroy instan e.
A tions to handle extension of des riptions.
Base operation For example: assign whi h gives the algorithms of the assignment, or opy.

Ea h a tion uses the value of the hyper-generi parameters to hoose the
pertinent way to make its job. For example, lookup has to take into a ount the
very important value of the parameter Polymorphism impli ation to go through
the graph of des riptions.
An a tion ould be simple. For example, we have
an a tion alled verify ir ularity whi h ontrols that all relationships with false
in the parameter Cir ularity don't make ir ular graph. The algorithm of this
a tion is simple: to go all over the graph for this relationship and to verify that
none des ription are dire t or indire t target of itself. The moment to exe ute
verify ir ularity is also easy to imagine: it ould be laun h on e in a stati tool
like a ompiler or a ode he ker.
But other a tions are a lot intri ate! For example, let's examine the a tion
lookup. To nd the relevant feature in a ordan e with a message, the task may
be diÆ ult and the algorithm ompli ated. We have to take the value of many
parameters into a ount. The value of Polymorphism impli ation is used to build
a graph of types. Polymorphism impli ation will help to determine whi h poli y
(hiding or overriding) have to be onsidered. With Cardinality and Cir ularity,
we an hoose an eÆ ient way to go all over the graph. Symmetry ould help
us to adopt a two-dire tion route. Dire t a ess and Indire t a ess give information about the visibility of the target-des ription. Finally, Feature varian e,
Assertion varian e, Adding, Removing, and so on, allow to know how features are
imported. Furthermore, the moment when it is orre t to exe ute the lookup is
also not obvious. We an easily imagine that a rst part of this task is stati (determination of all unambiguous alls for example) and another one is dynami
(dynami linkage at runtime for example). With all these data, it is theoreti ally
possible to write the ode of lookup.
Theoreti ally. . . But if we want to provide some useful model to the programmer, it is obviously ne essary to help him to write a tions. In this way,
we supply three things. The rst one is that we have split omplex a tions in
How to write an a tion?

more elementary ones1 . For example, we have a lo al lookup whi h make the
lo al (independently of all import relationships) resear h of a relevant feature in
a des ription and a mat h whi h takes a feature and a message and determines
if the se ond one is ompatible with the rst one. . . Thus, we split the diÆ ulty
of the omplex lookup whi h has to all lo al lookup, mat h and other a tions to
make its job.
Se ondly, to solve the problem of the stati and dynami fa ets of our a tions,
we provide a way to de ne them in several parts. So, in fa t, ea h a tion is split
in a set of fa ets and ea h fa ets is de lared stati (used in a preliminary step like
a ompiler, a ode he ker, or a rst a ess) or dynami (used in an interpreter,
an exe ution engine, or a virtual ma hine).
Thirdly, we intend to provide some default behaviours for all a tions. Indeed,
OFL ould be used for a large variety of tools about sour e ode. In this paper,
we present a way to assist an extension of a programming language, but it is also
possible to use our a tions to make others tools like a ode he ker, some tra e
servi e, or a wizard for programming. So, our idea is to write typi al algorithms
for a tions and to supply them in libraries.
Who write the a tions?

There are three possible answers to this question:

1. As we just explained, OFL-designers (we) have to provide libraries of a tions for the more frequent usages. These libraries must be for very general
purposes.
2. If a relevant solution is not given in these libraries, the meta-programmer
(the person who makes a new language or a new tool for ode) has to rede ne
some of the a tions or, in a bad ase, to rewrite all of them. It is here useful
to reate a kind of plug-in library whi h adds some interest to the OFL set
of tools.
3. Finally, when the meta-programmer wants to add a very parti ular behaviour, he an rede ne or write some a tions in order to handle this behaviour. As this ase is for a spe i use (useful for an unique appli ation,
for example), reation of a library is not useful and the rede nition ould be
temporary.

4 Implementation issues
Firstly, an implementation of OFL ( f. g. 7) is based on the rei ation of both
language semanti s (OFL- omponents instan es of an OFL- on epts) and appli ation entities su h as method, attribute, statement, et . Be ause it is not
reasonable to design a rei ation whi h deal with any entity of any language, it
is ne essary to design an extensible rei ation model. All this issues are a hieved
through a Meta-Obje t Proto ol (MOP) written in Java and alled OFL/J. In
order to make easier the oupling with other tools, an XML-DTD of OFL/J is
1

Chapter 6 of [2℄ presents more than fty a tions.

generated whereas meta-information and appli ation rei ation are stored under
an XML representation whi h onforms to this DTD.
Se ondly, the rei ation of appli ation should be parsed and semanti s a tions should be performed on ea h entities a ording to the language semanti s.
This will be done by SmartTools [5℄ whi h allows to de ne visitors (designpattern) in order to make possible the des ription of semanti al a tions to be
asso iated to appli ation entities. SmartTools apply all these a tions, automatially to any node of the abstra t syntax tree asso iated to the appli ation rei ation.
One interesting thing is the exibility of the system. A tions an be added
or removed from OFL/J and they an implement the approa h des ribed above
from di erent point of view:
{
{
{

to ontrol the appropriateness between the body of appli ation methods and
the relationships de ned between the lasses within the rei ation
to generate pure Java ode a ording to the information above
to do both ontrol and generation

Meta − programmer tasks

OFL designer tasks

Programmer tasks

OFL− Components (relationships and descriptions)

OFL DTD
Definition
through OFL parameters

Definition of intermediate representation
User application
Reification

OFL Actions

Behaviour
of relationships
and descriptions
according to some objectives
Code generation, type checker, metrics, etc...

Software engine

in XML of

(SmartTools)

target Application

Java code of application

Report of type checker
Metrics for application

Fig. 7.

Ar hite ture of OFL implementation

Many other variants may be found a ording to the level of rei ation of
statements and expressions. For example another variant ould be to insert into
a tion-semanti s the ode whi h is ne essary to implement an open virtual mahine, but at the moment we fo us more on simplest solution for the validation
of our approa h.

5

Con lusion and future work

In this paper we demonstrated that it was interesting to make oexist both speialisation and generalisation relationships, in order to better handle libraries
of lasses in the design of appli ation. Other relationships also ould be useful
su h as a reuse- ode relationship whose aim is to provide one lass the apability
to in lude some methods from existing lasses without allowing any polymorphism for its instan es with those lasses. These are only examples of the kind
of relationships that OFL/J, the implementation of OFL model ould handle.
the part of OFL/J whi h deals with meta and non meta information rei ation and with the OFL Mop for extending the apabilities of the rei ation are
implemented. Now we are investigating how to implement a rst version of the
semanti s a tions into SmartTools.
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